Collection Title: Amanda McCalip Collection

Dates Covered: n.d.

Collection Number: AF022

Provenance: This collection was presented to the Margaret Walker Alexander National Research Center by Amanda McCalip Florence, Mississippi on Dec 20, 1996. This collection was processed on May 8, 2000.

Restrictions:
None

Copyright Warning: This material may be protected by Copyright Law (Title 17 U. S. Code)

Biography/History:
This class project was donated with the permission of the student.

Scope and Content:
A scrapbook of quotes from Amanda McCalip. These quotes that was given to her by her grandmother. It’s a heart shaped handmade scrapbook by Amanda.
This collection has been arranged into series.

Series I: Scrapbook

**Amanda McCalip Collection [AF022]**

Series I: Scrapbook. n.d.; 1 item.

Box 1

F1 Scrapbook with quotes from Amanda’s grandmother.